Model Laws, Regulations, Guidelines and Other Resources—Fall 2019

GUIDELINE FOR STAY ON TERMINATION OF
NETTING AGREEMENTS AND QUALIFIED FINANCIAL CONTRACTS
Drafting Note: State receivership and insolvency laws may permit a contractual right to cause the termination, liquidation, acceleration or close-out obligations
with respect to any netting agreement or qualified financial contract (QFC) with an insurer because of the insolvency, financial condition or default of the
insurer, or the commencement of a formal delinquency proceeding. These laws are based upon similar provisions contained in the federal bankruptcy code
and the Federal Deposit Insurance Act (FDIA). The FDIA also provides for a twenty-four-hour stay to allow for the transfer of QFCs by the receiver to another
entity rather than permitting the immediate termination and netting of the QFC. 12 U.S.C. § 1821(e)(9)-(12). States that permit the termination and netting of
QFCs may want to consider adopting a similar stay provision following the appointment of a receiver.
States that consider the enactment of a stay should take into account the relevant federal rules. In 2017 the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System
(the Federal Reserve), the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (the FDIC) and the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (the OCC) each adopted final
rules and accompanying interpretive guidance (Final Rules) setting forth limitations to be placed on parties to certain financial contracts exercising insolvencyrelated default rights against their counterparties that have been designated as a global systemically important banking organization (GSIB). 1 The Final Rules
include the definition of master netting agreement that allows netting even though termination of the transaction in the event of an insolvency may be subject
to a “stay” under several defined resolution regimes including Title II of Dodd Frank, the FDIA, as well as comparable foreign resolution regimes.
Notwithstanding NAIC’s request for inclusion, stays under the state insurance receivership regime (State Receivership Stays) were not included as an
exemption within the definition. Therefore, unless the Final Rules are amended to recognize State Receivership Stays, if a state implements a stay as
contemplated by the Guideline, insurers would find themselves disadvantaged, potentially resulting in additional costs and/or collateral requirements given the
regulatory treatment for contracts that do not meet requirements for QFCs. Therefore, if a state is considering implementation of this Guideline, consideration
should be given to whether the rules of the Federal Reserve, FDIC and OCC have been amended to recognize State Receivership Stays. For example, a state
could adopt a stay that would be effective if and when the Final Rules recognize State Receivership Stays.
The following statutory language is not an amendment to the NAIC receivership models, but is intended as a Guideline for use by those states seeking to
require a stay with respect to the termination of a netting agreement or QFC of an insurer in insolvency:

Stay on Termination of Netting Agreements and Qualified Financial Contracts
A person who is a party to a netting agreement or qualified financial contract under [cite to applicable state
law addressing qualified financial agreements] with an insurer that is the subject of an insolvency proceeding
may not exercise any right that the person has to terminate, liquidate, accelerate or close-out the obligations
with respect to the contract by reason of the insolvency, financial condition or default of the insurer, or by
the commencement of a formal delinquency proceeding,
(1)

Until 5:00 p.m. (eastern time) on the business day following the date of appointment of a receiver;
or

(2)

After the person has received notice that the contract has been transferred pursuant to [cite applicable
state law addressing transfer of qualified financial contracts].
_______________________________

Chronological Summary of Action (all references are to the Proceedings of the NAIC)
2013 Proc. 2nd Quarter, Vol. I 113, 127, 131-132, 537-538 (adopted).
Fall 2019 (amended).

1

Restrictions on Qualified Financial Contracts of Systemically Important U.S. Banking Organizations and the U.S. Operations of Systemically
Important Foreign Banking Organizations; Revisions to the Definition of Qualifying Master Netting Agreement and Related Definitions, 82
FR 42882 (13 November 2017), available at https://www.federalregister.gov/d/2017-19053; Restrictions on Qualified Financial Contracts of
Certain FDIC Supervised Institutions; Revisions to the Definition of Qualifying Master Netting Agreement and Related Definitions, 82 FR
50228 (30 October 2017), available at https://www.federalregister.gov/d/2017-21951; Restrictions on Qualified Financial Contracts of
Certain FDIC-Supervised Institutions; Revisions to the Definition of Qualifying Master Netting Agreement and Related Definition, 82 FR
61443 (28 December 2017), available at https://www.federalregister.gov/d/2017-27971; Mandatory Contractual Stay Requirements for
Qualified Financial Contracts, 82 FR 56630 (29 November 2017), available at https://www.federalregister.gov/d/2017-25529.
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